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unveil's algorithm isn't limited to processing reverb. actually, it processes any signal components that the human auditory system considers as being of little significance, which
includes the parts that many engineers refer to as mud. as a result, unveil allows reducing the level of all the stuff that clouds your signal and masks the detail you work so hard to
capture, bringing the key features into focus and, well, unveiling all the inherent detail. and again, you can use the inverse function to add grit and a less up-front character to your

recording. unveil is pretty effective at doing more than just reducing reverb. it's also relatively good at removing'mud' from recordings, and even at separating the reverb signal
from the direct recording, which could be useful for up-mixing or game sound states. unveil can boost or reduce high-frequency 'grit' in recordings, and match reverb amounts

across different dialogue takes, and you can use it to move background sounds into and out of focus, to better match camera perspective. unveil does much more than just bring
down the amount of reverb. it's incredibly easy to get the results you want with it. if you're having problems with a track sounding muddy, for example, you can boost the high-
frequency content, and you'll find your track suddenly sounds clearer and more refined. the results are remarkable, and not only does unveil's sound improve, but the effect is

instant. since the reverb is all being processed in the time domain, there's no waiting for the reverb tail to decay. it's even possible to bring out the reverb tail without boosting the
high-frequency content, which you can do by attenuating the high-frequency content (by raising the transient threshold switch). the results are amazing, and most people will be
shocked by the amount of extra sound they get out of their source. the amount of sound unveil can remove is simply stunning, and it works in almost every type of environment:

from a totally dry room to a room with excessive reverb.
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in addition to the controls mentioned above, there are five other controls to contend with, and that's
a lot to keep track of all at once. fortunately, you can adjust any of these with a little help. to begin,
just hover the mouse over any of the controls on unveil's interface to reveal a window of tool tips.
this window will tell you exactly what the relevant parameter does, and also provide some handy
demonstrations of what the different settings do. then, just click the checkboxes to the left of the
controls to select them for adjustment. once you've got your settings the way you like them, just
click the apply button, and your settings will be in effect. like most other plugins from zynaptiq,
unveil is not designed to give a perfect, natural, or even polished reverb. it's more like a sonic

dimmer switch. unveil is an effective way to get a quick and dirty reverb sound for a particular clip
without worrying about the mastering and mixing of a final track. it is a great tool for those of you

with limited time, or for a client that needs a quick and dirty fix without the hassle of batch
processing. it's not a substitute for a real reverb sound, but it can certainly enhance a limited and

often times messy or unnatural recording. of course, if you are using the map and brush-based
feature, the final result can be astounding. when unveil works, it can do some wonderful things. as a
result of its unique technology, the plugin has the ability to unmute and even silence adjacent tracks
and add reverb. with a few tweaks, even complex and problematic tracks can be rendered clean and

usable. 5ec8ef588b
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